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**Introduction**

Value-added measures of teacher effectiveness are the centerpiece of a national movement to evaluate, promote, compensate, and dismiss teachers based in part on their students’ test results. Federal, state, and local policy-makers have adopted these methods en masse in recent years in an attempt to objectively quantify teaching effectiveness and promote and retain teachers with a demonstrated record of success.

Attention to the quality of the teaching force makes a great deal of sense. No other school resource is so directly and intensely focused on student learning, and research has found that teachers can and do vary widely in their effectiveness (e.g., Rivkin, Hanushek & Kain 2005; Nye, Konstantopoulos & Hedges 2004; Kane, Rockoff & Staiger 2008). Furthermore, teacher quality has been found to vary across schools in a way that systematically disadvantages poor, low-achieving, and racially isolated schools (e.g., Clotfelter, Ladd & Vigdor 2005; Lankford, Loeb & Wyckoff 2002; Boyd et al. 2008).

But questions remain as to whether value-added measures are a valid and appropriate tool for identifying and enhancing teacher effectiveness. In this report, I aim to provide an accessible introduction to these new measures of teaching quality and put them into the broader context of concerns over school quality and achievement gaps. Using New York City’s Teacher Data Initiative and Houston’s ASPIRE (Accelerating Student Progress, Increasing Results & Expectations) program as case studies, I assess the potential for these measures to improve outcomes in urban school systems. In doing so, I outline some of the most important challenges facing value-added measures in practice.

---

**Value-Added Measurement: Motivation and Context**

Traditional measures of teacher quality have always been closely linked with those found in teacher pay schedules: years of experience, professional certification, and degree attainment. As recently as the 2001 No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), teacher quality was commonly formalized as a set of minimum qualifications. Under NCLB, “highly qualified” teachers of core subjects were defined as those with at least a bachelor’s degree, a state license, and demonstrated competency in the subject matter taught (e.g., through a relevant college major or master’s degree).

However, these minimum qualifications have not been found by researchers to be strongly predictive of student outcomes on standardized tests (e.g., Goldhaber 2008; Hanushek & Rivkin 2006; Kane, Rockoff & Staiger 2008). Knowing that a teacher possesses a teaching certificate, a master’s degree, or a relevant college major often tells us little about that teacher’s likelihood of success in the classroom. There are many reasons not to totally dismiss

---

1 This literature is frequently misinterpreted as stating that teacher quality is more important for student achievement than any other factor, including family background. Statements such as “Studies show that teachers are the single most important factor determining students’ success in school” have appeared in dozens of press releases and publications in recent years. For an example, see the May 4, 2010 statement from the U.S. House Committee on Education and Labor at <http://edlabor.house.gov/newsroom/2010/05/congress-needs-to-support-teac.shtml>. I know of no study that demonstrates this.
these qualifications, but common sense suggests this information alone can only be a crude indicator for differentiating teaching effectiveness.

Over the past fifteen years, research on teacher quality has adopted a new paradigm: measuring effectiveness on the basis of student outcomes, as opposed to teacher inputs (e.g., Rivkin, Hanushek & Cain 2005; Rockoff 2004; Sanders & Horn 1994). While outcome-based measures of teaching effectiveness are not a new concept (Murnane & Cohen 1986; Odden & Kelley 2002), several forces have converged to reorient the definition of teacher quality around student achievement.

First, recent policies of high-stakes accountability have increased pressure on schools to measure and demonstrate results. Given teachers’ close contact with students, the extension of high-stakes accountability to individual teachers was perhaps inevitable. Second, new longitudinal data systems now exist that allow student achievement to be tracked over time and matched to classroom teachers. Arguably, no credible test-score–based system of teacher evaluation could exist in the absence of such systems. Third, advancements in data-processing capacity and statistical modeling have yielded an array of value-added techniques with the potential for isolating teachers’ unique contribution to student outcomes.

Perhaps most importantly, political and philanthropic preferences have aligned to bring about seismic shifts in our conception of teaching effectiveness. Leaders of both political parties have strongly endorsed linking teacher evaluation to student test scores, and foundations such as the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the Milken Family Foundation, and the Broad Foundation have provided significant financial resources to support these efforts. In promoting Race to the Top – President Barack Obama’s $4 billion competitive grant program aimed at systemic education reform – President Obama (2009) stated, “Success should be measured by results. . . . That’s why any state that makes it unlawful to link student progress to teacher evaluation will have to change its ways.” It is widely believed that Race to the Top will serve as a template for the reauthorization of the federal Elementary and Secondary Education Act in coming years.

Race to the Top is quite specific in its conception of an “effective teacher” (see Appendix A). “Highly effective teachers” are those whose students achieve high rates of growth, defined – narrowly – by the program as a change in test scores between two or more points in time (U.S. Department of Education 2010). Supplemental measures are encouraged, as are alternative metrics for teachers of non-tested grades and subjects, but the primary emphasis rests

---

For example, these qualifications can be viewed as minimum expectations for classroom teachers. Evidence that some practicing teachers without these qualifications are as effective as those who possess them cannot tell us how the wholesale removal of these minimum requirements would affect the quality of the teaching force. Moreover, virtually all of the research on teacher qualifications has focused on a narrow measure of success: single-year gains on standardized tests. We know little about how qualifications affect other outcomes, such as organizational stability, student behavior and motivation, aspirations, engagement, persistence, and the like.

The Data Quality Campaign, founded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, tracks and supports state efforts to create these systems; see <www.dataqualitycampaign.org>.
squarely on test-score growth. One of the program’s major selection criteria, “Great Teachers and Leaders,” contributes at least 70 of the 500 possible application points to the linking of teacher evaluation and student test performance. For example, in their applications, states will be judged by the extent to which they or their districts (U.S. Department of Education 2010):

• measure individual student growth;
• implement evaluation systems that use student growth as a significant factor in evaluating teachers and principals;
• include student growth in annual evaluations;
• use these evaluations to inform professional support, compensation, promotion, retention, tenure, and dismissal;
• link student growth to in-state teacher preparation and credentialing programs, for public reporting purposes and the expansion of effective programs;
• incorporate data on student growth into professional development, coaching, and planning.

Race to the Top and the “new view” of teacher effectiveness have stimulated a largely productive and long-overdue discussion between policy-makers, researchers, and the public over how to assess teacher quality and address, develop, and support under-performing teachers. And it is fair to say that there is little enthusiasm for the traditional model of teacher evaluation used in many public schools: infrequent classroom observations and a pro forma tenure (Toch & Rothman 2008; Weisburg et al. 2009). But whether or not the shift to intensive use of value-added measures of effectiveness will improve our nation’s system of teaching and learning remains to be seen. Indeed, there are good reasons to believe these measures may be counterproductive.
What Is a Teacher’s Value-Added?

It is useful to distinguish between the theoretical conception of value-added and the methods used to calculate it for an actual set of teachers. In theory, a teacher’s value-added is the unique contribution she makes to her students’ academic progress. That is, it is the portion of her students’ success (or lack thereof) that cannot be attributed to any other current or past student, school, family, or community influence. Any system of test-based teacher accountability that does not have value-added as its ultimate object of interest risks crediting or faulting teachers for outcomes beyond their control.

Despite its theoretical appeal, isolating a teacher’s unique contribution is a very difficult exercise. A simple example will help illustrate this point. Suppose recent budget cuts have forced a district to lay off one of its two fourth-grade teachers, and the district prefers to dismiss the least effective of the two, as evidenced by their state test results. Mrs. Appleton’s students averaged a 42 on the most recent math exam, while Mr. Johnson’s students averaged a 75 (see Figure 1). Is it fair to say that Mr. Johnson is the more effective teacher? Not without more information. Mr. Johnson’s higher scores could reflect a host of factors that have nothing to do with his effectiveness in the classroom: greater family resources and involvement, higher initial levels of student ability, superior third-grade instruction, greater out-of-school support, and so on. The hypothetical contributions of these other factors to average achievement are illustrated by the colored bars in Figure 1. One could look for a way to statistically “remove” the effects of these influences from the achievement measure, but many of the factors that matter most—parental support and student ability, for example—are difficult, if not impossible, to quantify.

An alternative comparison is the extent of student progress from year to year (see Figure 2). If we assume that many of the external factors influencing a student’s fourth-grade achievement are the same as those influencing her third-grade achievement, then the change in the student’s score will cancel out these effects and reveal only the impact of changes since the third-grade test, with the year of fourth-grade instruction being the most obvious. Importantly, the focus on gains takes into account

---

4 There are many excellent and readable introductions to value-added methods. In writing this section, I benefited greatly from Braun (2005), Buddin et al. (2007), Koretz (2008), Rivkin (2007), Harris (2009), and Hill (2009).

5 This statement assumes something about the scale on which achievement is measured. I return to this point in sections 4 and 5.
that these teachers’ students began the year at very different levels. The idea is illustrated in Figure 2: Mrs. Appleton’s students started out at a much different point than Mr. Johnson’s, but most of the factors determining these initial differences in achievement “net out” in the average gain score. The remainder represents the impact of the fourth-grade teacher, as well as other influences that may have produced differential growth between the two tests.

Figure 2 shows that Mrs. Appleton’s students had an average gain of ten points, while Mr. Johnson’s gained an average of four. Can we now declare Mrs. Appleton the more effective math teacher? Do these gain scores represent these teachers’ value-added? Not necessarily. While we may have removed the effects of fixed differences between student populations, we need to be confident that we have accounted for other factors that contributed to changes in test performance from third to fourth grade. These factors are potentially numerous: family events, school-level interventions, the influence of past teachers on knowledge of this year’s tested material, or a disruptive or especially helpful student in the class, among others. Many of these factors are random events, while others systematically affect teachers from year to year.

If value-added measures are to be successfully used in practice to recognize effective teachers, one needs a high level of confidence in the attribution of achievement gains to specific teachers. Were students randomly assigned to teachers, this would be straightforward: any systematic differences between classroom achievement gains would almost certainly be due to the teacher. All other factors influencing year-to-year changes would effectively average out, allowing us to detect real differences in achievement gains across teachers. In reality, students are not randomly assigned to classes—in many cases, quite purposefully so. Consequently, value-added methods use a statistical model to answer the question: “How would these students have fared if they had not had [Mrs. Appleton or Mr. Johnson] as a teacher?”

This is a difficult question that is taken up in the next section. For now, it is useful to think of a teacher’s value-added as her students’ average test-score gain, “properly adjusted” for other influences on achievement. The New York City Teacher Data Initiative (TDI) and the Houston ASPIRE programs are two prominent value-added systems that have their own methods for “properly adjusting” student test scores. These two programs and their methods are described in the next section.

Figure 2
Factors affecting year-to-year test score gains in two classrooms: hypothetical decomposition
D.C., have made extensive use of value-added methods in rewarding and evaluating teacher effectiveness. Although the New York and Houston programs have similar goals, they have quite different histories and methodologies, as described in this section.

The New York City Teacher Data Initiative

In January 2008, the New York Times revealed that the NYCDOE was conducting an experiment with a team of academic researchers that randomly distributed teacher value-added reports to 140 participating school principals and collected subjective teacher evaluations from these and an additional 140 control principals (Medina 2008b; Rockoff et al. 2010). The experiment was intended to reveal whether and how principals use teacher value-added reports in practice. At the time, the NYCDOE publicly supported the idea of using test-score–based measures of teacher performance, but had no official position on how these measures should be used (Medina 2008b; Keller 2008).6

Two months later – possibly in response to the New York Times revelation – the New York State Assembly passed a controversial bill that barred New York City and other districts in the state from tying teacher tenure decisions to student test scores (Medina 2008a) (see Figure 3 for a timeline of these events). The bill – supported by then-president of the United Federation of Teachers (UFT) Randi Weingarten – was later signed into law by Governor David Patterson, intended to be in effect through June 2010.
Despite the official ban on using test scores for tenure decisions, the NYCDOE pressed forward with the TDI, with conditional support from Weingarten and the UFT. In accordance with the law, TDI information was explicitly not to be used for rewarding or dismissing teachers. As stated in a joint Klein/Weingarten letter to teachers in 2008, the TDI’s value-added reports were to be used solely for professional development, to “help [teachers] pinpoint [their] own strengths and weaknesses, and . . . devise strategies to improve” (Klein & Weingarten 2008).

The TDI released its first complete set of Teacher Data Reports to more than 12,000 teachers in 2009. These reports consisted of separate analyses of English language arts (ELA) and mathematics test results and were generated for teachers who had taught these subjects in grades four to eight in the prior year. (A more detailed description of the report itself is provided later in this section.) A second year of reports was released in 2010, reflecting significant revisions made by the NYCDOE and its new contractor, the Wisconsin Value-Added Research Center.7

The NYCDOE has expressed several broad goals for the TDI program.8 First, its data reports are intended to provide measures of value-added that can be reported to principals and teachers in an accessible and usable form. The reports are to be viewed as “one lens” on teacher quality that should be “triangulated” with other information about classroom effectiveness to improve performance. The reports are seen as an “evolving tool” that will continue to be refined over time based on principal and teacher feedback. Second, it is hoped the reports will “stimulate conversation” about student achievement within schools and promote better instructional practices through professional development. Finally, the measures will help the district learn more about “what works” in the classroom. Value-added measures have already enabled a wide range of studies on teacher effectiveness in New York City (e.g., Boyd et al. 2009; Kane, Rockoff & Staiger 2008; Rockoff 2008), and the introduction of these measures into schools will enable additional research. In 2009, the NYCDOE and UFT signed on to participate in a historic, large-scale Gates Foundation study – the Measures of Effective Teaching, or “MET” project – that intends to benchmark value-added measures against alternative measures of teaching effectiveness and identify practices that are associated with high value-added (Medina 2009).9

New York’s law banning the use of test scores for teacher evaluation would later complicate the state’s application for Race to the Top funding. Guidelines for the federal grant program explicitly penalized states with such laws, and Mayor Bloomberg and members of the state legislature pushed for a reversal. Speaking in Washington in November 2009, Mayor

---

6 In another article appearing that month, then–Deputy Chancellor Chris Cerf stated that he was “unapologetic that test scores must be a central component of evaluation” (Keller 2008).

7 See <http://varc.wceruw.org/>.

8 This description is compiled from a phone interview with Amy McIntosh, Joanna Cannon, and Ann Forte of the NYCDOE (January 14, 2010), an October 2008 presentation by Deputy Chancellor Chris Cerf (“NYC Teacher Data Initiative”), and a September 2008 training presentation by Martha Madeira (“NYC Value-Added Data for Teachers Initiative”).

9 For information on the MET project, see <http://metproject.org/projects>.
Data Reports changed their evaluations of teachers in response to the new information. Less effective teachers were more likely to leave their schools or be assigned “unsatisfactory” ratings when their principal received a value-added report.

Early indications – such as the value-added experiment described above – suggest that principals can and will use value-added information in their assessment of teacher effectiveness. More recent data released by the NYCDOE showed that a higher fraction of low–value-added teachers were denied tenure in 2010 than were high–value-added teachers (Martinez 2010). If principals are to use value-added reports in making consequential personnel decisions, it is critical that their underlying measures be valid, reliable, and precise indicators of teacher effectiveness (criteria that are described in Section 4). Just as importantly, users must have a rich understanding of their methods and limitations.

Appendix B illustrates a sample New York City Teacher Data Report from 2010 produced by the NYCDOE for “Mark Jones,” a fictional eighth-grade teacher at “I.S. 000.” This particular report is for mathematics; if Mr. Jones also taught ELA, he would receive a separate report for that subject.

The Teacher Data Report provides value-added measures summarized in a number of ways. (The calculation itself is explained later in this section.) The most important thing to note is that the key metric on the report is the teacher’s value-added percentile in the citywide distribution of teachers teaching the same grade and subject, with similar amounts of
experience (in Mr. Jones’s case, ten years). That is, results are not reported in units of “achievement,” but rather as percentile rankings.12

Thus, value-added, in practice, is a relative concept. Teachers are, in effect, graded on a curve – a feature that is not always obvious to most observers. A district with uniformly declining test scores will still have “high” and “low” value-added teachers; a district’s logical aspiration to have exclusively “high value-added” teachers is a technical impossibility. The value-added percentile simply indicates where a teacher fell in the distribution of (adjusted) student test-score gains.

Value-added is reported for both last year’s test results (in this case, 2008-2009) and on all prior year’s test results for that teacher (in this example, the last four years). Mr. Jones’s value-added places him in the 43rd percentile among eighth-grade math teachers last year; that is, 43 percent of teachers had lower value-added than he did (and 57 percent had higher value-added). His value-added based on the last four years of results places him in the 56th percentile. The percentiles are then mapped to one of five performance categories: “high” (above the 95th percentile), “above average” (75th to 95th), “average” (25th to 75th), “below average” (5th to 25th), and “low” (below 5th). Mr. Jones’s percentile rankings would appear to place him squarely in the “average” performance category.

Another element of the Teacher Data Report worth noting is the reported range of percentiles associated with Mr. Jones’s value-added ranking (the black line extending in two directions from his score). In statistical terminology, this range is referred to as a “confidence interval.” It represents the level of uncertainty associated with the value-added percentile measure. As the report’s instructions describe these ranges: “We can be 95 percent certain that this teacher’s result is somewhere on this line, most likely towards the center.” These ranges – or confidence intervals – are discussed more in Section 4. For now, note that Mr. Jones’s range for the prior year’s test extends from (roughly) the 15th percentile to the 71st. Based on his last four years, his range extends from the 32nd percentile to the 80th. His value-added percentiles – 43 and 56 – fall in the middle of these ranges.

On the second page of the data report (see <http://schools.nyc.gov>), value-added measures and percentiles are reported for several subgroups of students: initially high-, middle-, and low-achieving students (based on their prior year’s math achievement); boys and girls; English language learners; and special education students. Mr. Jones performed at the “above average” level with his initially high-achieving students, but fell into the “average” category for all other subgroups. Ranges, or confidence intervals, are also reported for each of these subgroups.

How are these value-added percentiles calculated, exactly?13 Recall that a teacher’s value-added can be thought of as her students’ aver-

---

12 I address the reported “proficiency” scores (e.g., 3.27, 3.29) later in the report.
13 A useful and concise explanation is provided at the top of the Teacher Data Report itself. We benefited from a more technical explanation of the 2009 methodology in an internal 2009 technical report by the Battelle Memorial Institute. The model is similar to that estimated by Gordon, Kane, and Staiger (2006) and Kane, Rockoff, and Staiger (2008).
age test scores, “properly adjusted.” New York City operationalizes this idea by comparing students’ actual scores under a given teacher to their predicted score. This predicted score can be thought of as each student’s counterfactual level of achievement – that is, their predicted achievement had they been taught by a different teacher (say, the average teacher in the district). The prediction itself is based on a number of things, the most important of which is the student’s prior achievement. How a student actually performed under Mrs. Appleton relative to how he would have performed under a different teacher represents Mrs. Appleton’s value-added for that student.

A stylized example will help specify this idea. Suppose students are given a math test each year that is scored between 1 and 100. Two of Mr. Johnson’s fourth-grade students, Melissa and Doug, earned a 42 and a 65 on the test, respectively. As noted in Section 2, there are a host of possible explanations for their performance on this test, among which Mr. Johnson’s instruction is but one. For example, Melissa was identified last year with a learning disability, and her low third-grade math score – 35 on the same scale – reflected this. Doug scored relatively high on his third-grade test, earning a 72. Melissa comes from a single-parent family whose low income qualifies her for reduced-price lunches. Doug, on the other hand, has two upper-middle-class parents.

Because the school district has richly detailed data on thousands of students’ academic histories, it can provide a statistical prediction of how Melissa and Doug were likely to perform on their fourth-grade math test. Effectively, this prediction is the average district score for students with Melissa and Doug’s prior achievement and other relevant characteristics. (The full list of student, classroom, and school characteristics used in New York City’s model is shown in Figure 4.) Suppose the model predicts that Melissa – with her past achievement and other characteristics – would be expected to earn a 39 on her fourth-grade test, while Doug would be expected to score a 76.

The three-point difference between Melissa’s actual score of 42 and her predicted score of 39 represents Mr. Johnson’s value-added to Melissa’s achievement. Similarly, the four-point negative differential between Doug’s score of 72 and his predicted score of 76 represents Mr. Johnson’s value-added (or “value-subtracted?”) to Doug’s achievement. If we repeat this exercise for every student in Mr. Johnson’s class, we can average the results and call this his value-added for that year.14 If Mr. Johnson has taught

---

**Figure 4**

New York City value-added model: predictors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student characteristics</th>
<th>Prior year achievement ELA</th>
<th>Prior year achievement math</th>
<th>Free or reduced-price lunch eligibility</th>
<th>Special education status</th>
<th>English learner status</th>
<th>Number of suspensions, absences</th>
<th>Student retained in grade</th>
<th>Student attended summer school</th>
<th>Student new to school</th>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Gender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classroom characteristics</th>
<th>Classroom averages of each of the above</th>
<th>Class size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| School characteristics          | Average classroom characteristics | Average class size |

Source: New York City Department of Education. Based on the 2009 Teacher Data Reports.
for ten years, we could also average his stu-
dents’ value-added measures over all of those
years.

A few key features of this approach are worth
highlighting. First, students’ predicted scores
are based on how other students with similar
characteristics and past achievement performed
– who were taught by other teachers in the
district. Thus, value-added is inherently relative: it
tells us how teachers measure up when com-
pared with other teachers in the district or state
who are teaching similar students. Second, test
scores are rarely of the vertical scale type sug-
gested by the above example. That is, we can
rarely say that a student like Melissa moved
from a 35 to a 42 on the “math” scale as she
progressed from third to fourth grade.

As a compromise, most value-added methods
rescale test scores to have a mean of zero and a
standard deviation (SD) of one.15 This new
scale tells us where students are in the distribu-
tion of test scores in each grade. For example,
Melissa may have moved from -0.25 to a
-0.20 on this scale, from 0.25 SDs below the
average third-grader to 0.20 below the average
fourth-grader, a gain of 0.05 SD. Under cer-
tain assumptions, this scale is appropriate, but
it is important to keep in mind that students,
like teachers, are being measured on a curve –
that is, relative to other tested students in the
same grade.

Rather than reporting results on the admittedly
less-than-transparent SD scale, the NYCDOE
converts value-added results to a scale with
which teachers are familiar: the state’s “perfor-
mance levels” (1 to 4). On Mark Jones’s report,
we see that his twenty-seven students were pre-
dicted to perform at an average of 3.29 in
math, somewhere between proficient (3) and
advanced (4).16 In practice, his class averaged
3.26 last year, for a value-added on this scale of
-0.03. Over Mr. Jones’s past four years, his
value-added was +0.03. All of Mr. Jones’s sub-
group results are presented in the same way,
with predicted and actual performance levels,
value-added, and a percentile based on this
value-added. Of course, the number of stu-
dents used to estimate each subgroup value-
added measure is smaller; for example, Mr.
Jones taught eighteen initially high-achieving
students and twenty-seven who initially scored
in the middle one-third. He also taught more
boys (forty-two) than girls (nineteen).

14 This concept is also known as the year-specific “teacher effect” or
“classroom effect” for that teacher and year.
15 A standard deviation is a measure of variation in a distribution.
Loosely, it can be thought of as the “average difference from the
mean.” For example, the average score on a test might be a 70,
with a standard deviation of 8. We can think of this as saying that,
on average, students scored 8 points above or below the average
of 70. (This is not technically correct, but it is a useful way of think-
ning about the standard deviation.) The SD depends on the scale of
the original measure. Thus we often put measures on a common
(“standardized”) scale with a mean of zero and SD of one. In this
example of a test with a mean of 70 and SD of 8, a student who
scored an 82 would receive a score of 1.5 on the alternate scale
(1.5 standard deviations above the mean).
16 New York City’s “performance level” scale itself is somewhat puz-
zling. The performance levels of 1, 2, 3, and 4 are based on cut
scores determined by the state at certain points in the test score dis-
tribution. They are ordinal categories that represent increasing lev-
els of tested skill (below basic, basic, proficient, and advanced).
They are not an interval measure, where the difference in skill
between, say, a 2 and a 3 is equivalent to that between a 3 and
a 4, nor were they intended to be used in such a way. The NYC-
DOE further converts its scores to “fractional units” on this scale. For
example, a student that receives a raw score that places them
between the cut scores of 2 (“basic”) and a 3 (“proficient”) might
be assigned a performance level of 2.42. Because the proficiency
categories are ordinal, it isn’t clear what a proficiency level of
2.42 means. It plausibly could be interpreted as being 42 percent
of the way between basic and proficient, but it remains that a
movement of 0.10 between each point on the scale (1 to 4) will
represent different gains in achievement. In practice, this unusual
system does not present a problem for the Teacher Data Reports.
There the value-added measures are calculated using standardized
scores and only converted to performance levels after the fact
(Source: internal Battelle Memorial Institute technical report, 2009).
Challenges associated with this method of evaluating teachers are discussed in greater detail in Section 4. Generally speaking, the value-added system in place in New York City is no worse and no less valid than models used elsewhere. In fact, in many ways the city’s Teacher Data Reports are superior to those found in other districts. The reports themselves are easy to read, and the results presented on the report are explained in clear (and largely accurate) language. The 2010 report was substantially improved and simplified from the 2009 design (pictured in Appendix C), though the underlying concepts and methods remain largely the same. On the back of the report, teachers are encouraged to use their results for self-improvement and are provided a template for thinking about them.

The Houston ASPIRE Program

Unlike the NYCDOE, the Houston Independent School District (HISD) has made its teacher value-added system an explicit part of its performance pay plan since 2007. In recent months, the district moved to allow dismissals based on value-added. This section provides a brief overview of this nationally known program.

ASPIRE, Houston’s teacher performance bonus program, is based on value-added calculated using EVAAS (Education Value Added Assessment System), a value-added method pioneered by William Sanders in Tennessee (Sanders, Saxton & Horn 1997). EVAAS is quite different from the model used by the NYCDOE, but its objective is fundamentally the same: isolating a teacher’s contribution to student progress.

Houston has awarded bonuses for student performance since 2000, though its awards program was initially tied to aggregate school-level test results (HISD 2009). A new system based on teacher value-added – the Teacher Performance Pay Model – was announced in 2006, with its first set of awards totaling $17 million to be paid in 2007 (Blumenthal 2006). Houston’s most recent round of bonuses awarded more than $40 million, up $8.5 million from the prior year (ASPIRE 2010).

The Teacher Performance Pay Model gained substantial notoriety in its first year when bonus payments to teachers and principals were made public in the Houston Chronicle and some highly recognized teachers failed to receive awards. Several months later, it was revealed that a computer glitch had overpaid close to 100 teachers (Associated Press 2007). In September 2007, the HISD school board voted to overhaul the system, renaming the program ASPIRE and adopting the EVAAS model (Olson 2007).

ASPIRE consists of three tiers, or “strands.” Strand I is a school-level award that rewards all staff in schools where students demonstrated gains and whose progress ranked in the top two quartiles for their grade level. The Strand I progress measure is a school-level value-added measure conceptually similar to that described for New York teachers. Strand II awards individual teachers whose students’ progress ranked in the top two quartiles for their grade and
subject. The teacher performance measure is a “value-added cumulative gain index” for a given teacher and subject. Finally, Strand III offers a mix of additional bonus opportunities, including a bonus for attendance.

Taken together, the three strands of ASPIRE amount to a maximum bonus that ranges from $6,600 to $10,300 for classroom teachers. Teachers of self-contained classes can receive awards in Strand II in as many as five subjects: reading, math, language arts, science, and social studies. A teacher scoring in the top quartile in all five subjects can receive a bonus as high as $7,000. According to the Houston Chronicle, almost 90 percent of eligible school employees received a bonus for 2008-2009, with classroom teachers earning an average of $3,606 and a maximum of $10,890 (Mellon 2010a).

The EVAAS model is considerably more complex and is much less transparent than the model adopted by the NYCDOE. The model combines results on multiple tests – the Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills (TAKS) and the Stanford 10 Achievement Test (or the Aprenda, its Spanish language equivalent) and “layers” multiple years of test results to calculate teachers’ cumulative value-added (McCafrey et al. 2004). Like the New York City system, expected scores in each year are estimated for students in each subject and compared with their actual scores. However, unlike the New York City model, the predicted scores rely on a relatively sparse list of student background characteristics.

In February 2010, the HISD board of education voted to approve the use of value-added measures in teacher tenure decisions (Sawchuk 2010). In a letter to the school board, HISD superintendent Terry Grier stated that his intended use for the value-added measures was for them to be added to “the list of reasons that can be used in teacher dismissal.” He expressed a willingness to create “a screening process for principals who propose that teachers gain term contract by requiring them to discuss the performance/effectiveness of all probationary teachers,” adding, “this discussion will include the review of value-added. . . . If principals want to grant term contracts to teachers with regressive value-added scores, . . . they should be able to provide a compelling reason for doing so” (Mellon 2010b).

Although ASPIRE’s value-added model differs markedly from that used by the Teacher Data Reports in New York City, the programs share the same core objective: differentiating teachers based on their contribution to student achievement and recognizing and rewarding effective teachers. Houston’s decision to link its value-added measures explicitly to pay and tenure decisions were precursors to similar decisions in New York City in recent months. In the next section, I provide an overview of the most significant challenges facing value-added measurement in practice, drawing upon data from HISD and the New York City Department of Education to illustrate these challenges.

17 ASPIRE currently receives funding from several sources: the Broad and Bill & Melinda Gates foundations ($4.5 million), a U.S. Department of Education Teacher Incentive Fund (TIF) grant ($11.7 million), and a Texas District Assessment of Teacher Effectiveness grant. The contract firm Battelle for Kids has provided professional development for the ASPIRE program since 2007.

18 EVAAS has been sharply criticized for its lack of transparency and inadequate controls for student background. See, for example, Amrein-Beardsley (2008).
Challenges to the Practical Implementation of Value-Added

As exemplified by New York City’s Teacher Data Reports and Houston’s ASPIRE program, value-added measures have been embraced by school leaders nationwide as a means to objectively quantify teacher effectiveness and to reward and retain teachers with a demonstrated record of success. Few can deny these measures’ intuitive appeal: if a statistical model can isolate a teacher’s unique contribution to students’ educational progress, the possibilities for its productive use appear endless. However, these tools have limitations and shortcomings that are not always immediately apparent. Before adopting these measures wholesale, policymakers should be fully aware of their limitations and consider whether the benefits of their adoption outweigh the cost.

I categorize the conceptual and practical challenges to value-added methods of evaluating teachers into six areas:

- What is being measured?
- Is the measurement tool appropriate?
- Can a teacher’s unique effect be isolated?
- Who counts?
- Are value-added scores precise enough to be useful?
- Is value-added stable from year to year?

What is being measured?

Testable skills

Value-added measurement works best when students receive a single objective numeric test score on a continuous developmental scale – that is, one that is not tied to grade-specific content. The domain of skills that can be adequately assessed in this way is, however, remarkably small. For example, elementary math skill may progress in a way that lends itself to annual standardized testing and a “vertically equated” scale that spans multiple grades. Its basic computational and problem-solving skills are relatively easy to assess on a well-designed short-answer or multiple-choice test.

But history, civics, English literature, music, foreign language, critical thinking, writing, and research skills may not be so easy to assess in this way, and it makes little educational sense to force such skills to conform to such a structure purely for value-added assessment. For this reason, skills readily assessed by standardized tests reflect only a small fraction of what students are expected to know and do. Not all subjects are or can be tested, and even within tested subject areas, only certain skills readily conform to standardized testing. These points are made so frequently that they have virtually lost all meaning; we simply shrug and acknowledge that of course, tests don’t capture everything. Yet value-added measures of teaching effectiveness rest exclusively on skills assessable on very narrow standardized tests.

In a recent essay, economist Alan Blinder (2009) persuasively argued that the skills vital for success in the labor market in the near future will be those least amenable to standard-
Teachers or schools?

Even in cases where tests do adequately capture desired skills, it behooves us to ask whether value-added – a teacher’s individual impact on students’ academic progress – is, in fact, what is educationally relevant. Teachers certainly vary in effectiveness, and school leaders should be cognizant of their teachers’ contribution to student success. Yet to the extent schooling is a group or team effort involving principals, teachers, and other school professionals (e.g., instructional coaches, librarians, counselors), Herculean efforts to isolate, report, and reward individual value-added ignores critical, interrelated parts of the educational process. At worst, narrow interest in individual results may undermine this process, a point I return to later.

This concern is hardly unique to education. Statistics on narrow metrics of individual productivity have their place in many organizations, from business and government to professional sports. Yet in most cases business leaders and athletic coaches recognize that the success of their organization is much more than the sum of their individual employee or player statistics (Rothstein 2009). HISD, and, to a lesser extent, the NYCDOE, with its small school-based performance bonus program (Springer & Winters 2009), have recognized that organizational outcomes are as important to recognize as individual successes. As value-added systems begin to be implemented in school systems nationwide, policy-makers should be aware of the potential educational costs of a narrow focus on individual metrics.
Is the measurement tool appropriate?
In assessing readily testable skills – fourth-grade arithmetic, for example – a measurement tool is needed that provides a valid and reliable assessment of students’ mastery of the skill domain. No test will cover all skills that students are expected to master. By necessity, a test instrument must sample items from a much broader domain of skills. The resulting test may consist of, say, thirty-five to fifty multiple-choice questions. A student’s performance on this test then provides an inference, approximation, or “educated guess” of his or her mastery of the broader skill domain (Koretz 2008).

A well-constructed test that draws evenly from the broader domain of skills is more likely to provide a valid inference about student learning. In the case of state tests – such as those administered in New York and Texas – the relevant domain is the state curriculum, which articulates what students should know and be able to do at each grade level. As noted above, however, many of these skills are not amenable to standardized testing and inevitably will be under-represented on the state test.19

Even for the standards that can be tested, many assessments are poor representations of these standards. Recent studies analyzing state test content in New York, Massachusetts, and Texas find that over many years of test administration, some parts of the state curriculum are never tested (Jennings & Bearak 2010; Holcolmbe, Jennings & Koretz 2010). To take one extreme case – the 2009 New York State eighth-grade math test – 50 percent of the possible points were based on only seven of the forty-eight state standards; what’s more, only 51 percent of the points were required to pass. Among skills that are consistently assessed, some receive predictably greater emphasis than others. Teachers aware of systematic omissions and repetitions can substantially inflate students’ scores by narrowly focusing on frequently tested standards (popularly known as “teaching to the test”).20 For many tests, it is also possible to “teach to the format.” Studies have illustrated how teachers focus their instruction on the format of the state test by presenting material in the same manner as it appears on the test (Darling-Hammond & Wise 1985; Shepard & Dougherty 1991; McNeil & Valenzuela 2000).21 To the extent “teaching to the test” and “teaching to the format” behaviors differ across teachers – which they almost certainly do – true “value-added” comparisons will be compromised.

The fact that test items are sampled from a broader domain is relevant for more than just “gaming” behavior. Teachers vary in the extent to which their time and efforts align with content specifically emphasized on the state test,

---

19 As two examples, the New York State standards for ELA include, “as speakers and writers, students will use oral and written language for self-expression and artistic creation” and “students will use oral and written language for effective communication with a wide variety of people.” Few would disagree that these are important objectives; they are not, however, skills that are easily assessed on a standardized test.

20 For example, when a novice math teacher’s colleague informs her that the state test “never asks students to calculate the volume of a cylinder,” that teacher can reliably improve scores by devoting less time on this concept.

21 A striking example is reported in Shepard (1988). In that study, when a set of questions involving the addition of decimals was presented in a vertical format – as was standard on the state test – 85 percent of students answered these questions correctly. When the same problems were presented in a horizontal format, only 46 percent of students did.

22 These categories are quintiles based on value-added. Only students who took both the TAKS and Stanford Achievement Test are used to generate the value-added estimates.
for a variety of valid reasons. This variation may be due to the average ability level in their classroom, priorities of school leadership, parental demands, and so on. Given two teachers of equal effectiveness, the teacher whose classroom instruction happens to be most closely aligned with the test – for whatever reason – will outperform the other in terms of value-added.

Evidence that the choice of test can make a difference to value-added comes from recent research comparing value-added measures on multiple tests of the same content area. Since 1998, Houston has administered two standardized tests every year: the state TAKS and the nationally normed Stanford Achievement Test. Using HISD data, we calculated separate value-added measures for fourth- and fifth-grade teachers for the two tests (Corcoran, Jennings & Beveridge 2010). These measures were based on the same students, tested in the same subject, at approximately the same time of year, using two different tests.

We found that a teacher’s value-added can vary considerably depending on which test is used. This is illustrated in Figure 5, which shows how teachers ranked on the two reading tests. Teachers are grouped into five performance categories on each test (1 to 5), with the five TAKS categories on the horizontal axis. We see that teachers who had high value-added on one test tended to have high value-added on the other, but there were many inconsistencies. For example, among those who ranked in the top category (5) on the TAKS reading test, more than 17 percent ranked among the lowest two categories on the Stanford test. Similarly, more than 15 percent of the lowest value-added teachers on the TAKS were in the highest two categories on the Stanford.
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**Figure 5**
Teacher value-added on two reading tests: Houston fourth- and fifth-grade teachers

Source: Corcoran, Jennings & Beveridge (2010)
These findings are consistent with those from other districts, including several large districts in Florida (Sass 2008) and a large anonymous district in the northeast (Papay 2010). To show what kind of an impact these inconsistencies might have in practice, Papay calculated hypothetical ASPIRE bonuses using his two differing sets of value-added estimates. He found that “simply switching the outcome measure would affect the performance bonus for nearly half of all teachers and the average teacher’s salary would change by more than $2,000” (p. 3). He concludes that the two value-added estimates “are not sufficiently comparable to rank consistently the same individual teachers as high- or low-performing” (p. 3).

One of Papay’s explanations for variation in value-added across tests is when the test was administered. That is, teachers’ value-added looks different depending on whether the test was given in the early fall, mid-spring, or the end of the school year. Differences in test timing impact some teachers more than others, particularly those serving poor students who suffer a “summer learning loss” relative to their more advantaged peers (Alexander, Entwisle & Olsen 2001). When testing occurs in the middle of the year, value-added measures are made more difficult in that one has to apportion learning gains between two teachers. Until recently, New York State administered its grade three to eight exams in January and March; consequently, test score gains between two tests were due to two teachers, not one. It is not obvious how one appropriately isolates one teacher’s impact from the other.

Can a teacher’s unique effect be isolated?

As described in Section 2, the successful use of value-added in practice requires a high level of confidence in the attribution of achievement gains to specific teachers. One must be fairly confident that other explanations for test-score gains have been accounted for before rewarding or punishing teachers based on these measures. We saw earlier that something as simple as test timing can complicate the apportionment of gains between teachers. In practice, there are a countless number of factors that hinder our ability to isolate a teacher’s unique effect on achievement.

Given one year of test score gains, it is impossible to distinguish between teacher effects and classroom-level factors. In a given year, a class of students may perform particularly well or particularly poorly for reasons that have nothing to do with instruction. The proverbial “barking dog” on test day is one such explanation, as is a classroom illness or particularly disruptive student who affects the quality of instructional time. Over many years, this variation averages out, but in a single year the impact of the teacher cannot be separated from these influences. More years of test results helps, but this may be of little comfort to a teacher or school leader looking for actionable information today.

Most value-added models used in practice – including New York City’s – also fail to separate teachers’ influence from the school’s effect on achievement.23 That is, they don’t account for the fact that performance differs systematically across schools due to differences in school policy, leadership, discipline, staff quality, and student mix. This omission is not simply an oversight. Value-added experts have pointed
out, rightly, that teacher effectiveness varies across schools within a district and to focus only on variation within schools would ignore important variation in teacher quality across schools (e.g., Gordon, Kane & Staiger 2006). The cost of this view, however, is that teacher effects end up confounded with school influences.

Recent research suggests that school-level factors can and do affect teachers’ value-added. Jackson and Bruegmann (2009), for example, found in a study of North Carolina teachers that students perform better, on average, when their teachers have more effective colleagues. That is, Mrs. Appleton might have higher value-added when teaching next door to Mr. Johnson, because she benefits from his example, his mentoring, and his support. Other studies have found effects of principal leadership on student outcomes (Clark, Martorell & Rockoff 2009). Consequently, teachers rewarded or punished for their value-added may, in part, be rewarded or punished based on the teachers with whom they work. This possibility certainly runs counter to the intended goal of value-added assessment.

Finally, as argued earlier, in many contexts, attempts to attribute achievement gains to individual teachers may not make sense in principle. This is most true in middle and high school, when students receive instruction from multiple teachers. To assume that none of these teachers’ effects “spill over” into other coursework seems a strong – and unrealistic – assumption. Indeed, Koedel (2009) found that reading achievement in high school is influenced by both English and math teachers. Learning may simply not occur in the rigid way assumed by current value-added models.

Who counts?
Another significant limitation of value-added systems in practice is that they ignore a very large share of the educational enterprise. Not only do a minority of teachers teach tested subjects, but not all students are tested, and not all tested students contribute to value-added measures. In other words, from the standpoint of value-added assessment of teacher quality, these students do not count. In most states, including New York and Texas, students are tested in reading and mathematics annually in grades three to eight, and again in high school. Other subjects, including science and social studies, are tested much less often. Because value-added requires a recent, prior measure of achievement in the same subject (usually last year’s test score), only teachers of reading and math in grades four to eight can be assessed using value-added. Without annual tests, teachers cannot be assessed in other sub-

---

23 Technically, the value-added model often does not include “school effects.”

24 In another study, Rothstein (2010) finds that a student’s fifth-grade teacher has large effects on her fourth-grade achievement, a technical impossibility given that the student has not yet advanced to the fifth grade. He suggests that this finding may be due to “dynamic tracking,” where a student’s assignment to a fifth-grade teacher depends on their fourth-grade experience. When such assignment occurs, it biases measures of value-added.

25 This is not a concern unique to teacher value-added measurement. The same issue arises when considering the design and effects of school accountability systems. When state testing systems (appropriately) allow exclusions for certain categories of students, incentives are created for schools to reclassify students such that they are exempted from the tests (see Figlio & Getzler 2002; Jacob 2005; and Jennings & Beveridge 2009).

26 In New York, students are tested in social studies in fifth and eighth grade, and science in fourth and eighth grade. See <www.emsc.nysed.gov/osa/schedules/2011/3-8schedule1011-021010.pdf>.
jects such as science and social studies. Thus, elementary, middle, and high school teachers of subjects other than reading and math are necessarily excluded from value-added assessment. Moreover, in many districts, students in grades six to eight attend middle schools where they receive instruction from multiple teachers. As discussed in the last section, attributing achievement gains to individual teachers in these settings is especially problematic.

Some students are routinely exempted from testing, or for one reason or another are missing a test score. Figure 6 illustrates how missing data can affect “who counts” toward a teacher’s value-added assessment. This figure shows the percentage of students in grades four to six over eight years of testing in Houston who were tested in reading, and the percent of students who also had a test score for the prior year (and thus could contribute to a value-added estimate). Due to disabilities, very low competency in the English language, absenteeism, and a variety of other reasons, approximately 14 percent of students in HISD did not have a test score in a typical year. This fraction varies by subgroup, depending on the extent of exemption in each group; for example, 15.6 percent of Black students failed to have a test score, and 26 to 29 percent of recent immigrants and ESL students were not tested.

Figure 6
Percent of students with a test score and percent contributing to value-added estimates, grades four to six, Houston, 1998–2006

Source: Author’s calculations using data from the Houston Independent School District. The percent of students with a test score and a lag score is only calculated for students in grades four to six (third grade is the first year of testing).
Because of high rates of student mobility in this population (in addition to test exemption and absenteeism), the percentage of students who have both a current and prior year test score — a prerequisite for value-added — is even lower (see Figure 6). Among all grade four to six students in HISD, only 66 percent had both of these scores, a fraction that falls to 62 percent for Black students, 47 percent for ESL students, and 41 percent for recent immigrants.

The issue of missing data is more than a technical nuisance. To the extent that districts reward or punish teachers on the basis of value-added, they risk ignoring teachers’ efforts with a substantial share of their students. Moreover, they provide little incentive for teachers to invest in students who will not count toward their value-added. Unfortunately, districts like New York City and Houston have very large numbers of highly mobile, routinely exempted, and frequently absent students. Moreover, these students are unevenly distributed across schools and classrooms. Teachers serving these students in disproportionate numbers are most likely to be affected by a value-added system that — by necessity — ignores many of their students.

Are value-added scores precise enough to be useful?

As described in sections 2 and 3, value-added is based on a statistical model that effectively compares actual with predicted achievement. The residual gains serve as an estimate of the teacher’s value-added. Like all statistical estimates, however, value-added has some level of uncertainty, or, a margin of error. In New York City’s Teacher Data Reports, this uncertainty is expressed visually by a range of possible percentiles for each teacher’s performance (the “confidence interval” for the value-added score). Some uncertainty is inevitable in value-added measurement, but for practical purposes it is worth asking: Are value-added measures precise enough to be useful in high-stakes decision-making or for professional development?

Let’s return to the case of Mark Jones, whose data report is shown in Appendix B. Based on last year’s test results, we learned that Mr. Jones ranked at the 43rd percentile among eighth-grade teachers in math. Taking into account uncertainty in this estimate, however, his range of plausible rankings range from the 15th to the 71st percentile. Although the 43rd percentile is our best estimate of Mr. Jones’s performance, we can’t formally rule out estimates ranging from 15 to 71. Using the NYCDOE performance categories, we can conclude that Mr. Jones is a “below average” teacher, an “average” teacher, or perhaps a borderline “above average” teacher.

What is the source of this uncertainty, exactly? Recall that value-added measures are estimates of a teacher’s contribution to student test-score gains. The more certain we can be that gains are attributable to a specific teacher, the more precise our estimates will be (and the more

27 The latter is calculated only for students in grades four to six. Because third grade is the first year of testing, none of these students have a prior year score.
narrow the estimate’s confidence interval. With one year of data, it is impossible to separate teacher effects from other factors affecting the performance of students within a classroom (such as a disruptive classmate). While a particularly high set of test-score gains is suggestive of an effective teacher, one can only know if these gains are systematic after additional years of observations. These additional years are particularly important when scores are “noisy,” that is, when achievement gains are not well explained by variables accounted for in the statistical model.28

Value-added estimates become more precise with additional years of data, as Mr. Jones’s report illustrates. Based on his last four years of results, Mr. Jones ranked in the 56th percentile, though his plausible range still extends from the 32nd percentile to the 80th, which overlaps the “average” and “above average” performance categories. Taking his two sets of results together, we have learned that Mark Jones is most likely an average teacher, ranking somewhere around the 43rd and 56th percentile citywide, who may be below average, average, or above average. Accounting for uncertainty, we can’t rule out a twenty-point margin in either direction.

It is unclear to this author what Mr. Jones or his principal can do with this information to improve instruction or raise student performance. More years of teaching experience allow the data to tell a slightly more precise story, but knowing that better data will be available in the future is of little use to Mr. Jones or his principal, who are looking for actionable information in real time. Value-added results for student subgroups would appear to be more promising to the extent they highlight subject areas or target populations in need of improvement – students who are English language learners, for example. Yet in most cases, the number of students used to calculate these subgroup estimates is so small that the resulting level of uncertainty renders them meaningless.

It is worth noting that – by design – 50 percent of teachers will perennially fall in the “average” performance category on the Teacher Data Report; another 40 percent will be considered “below average” or “above average. The remaining 10 percent are either “exceptional” (in the top 5 percent) or “failing” (in the bottom 5 percent). Thus, out of all teachers issued a value-added report in each year, half will be always be told little more than that they are “average.”29 At most, one in three will receive a signal to improve, though wide confidence intervals may and should raise doubt in the minds of some “below average” teachers. Of course, teachers who persistently score in the “high” category are probably doing something

28 McCaffrey et al. (2009) show that much of the variation in teacher effects is due to random noise.
29 It is often argued that policies of differentiating teacher effectiveness on the basis of test scores will lead to a long-run increase in the number of outstanding graduates willing to enter the teaching profession. Because highly effective teachers are not currently rewarded for their efforts – through higher salaries, for example, or promotion – candidates who are likely to be effective may be less likely to pursue a teaching career (Hoxby & Leigh 2004). However, there is currently little available evidence on either side of this question. It may turn out that the system for differentiating effectiveness matters. In the case of the NYCDOE Teacher Data Reports, only a modest fraction of teachers will be deemed “above average” or highly effective (top 5 percent). It could be that this has a discouraging effect on excellent teachers. In the words of a teacher who recently blogged about his data report results: “In fact, I’m mostly wholly average as an educator when it comes to teaching both math and reading. Not exactly the vote of confidence I was looking for. . . . This is disappointing to say the least. I did not join NYC Teaching Fellows to be an average teacher” (Brosbe 2010).
right and should be recognized; teachers persistently in the bottom 5 percent deserve immediate scrutiny. Still, it seems a great deal of effort has been expended to identify a small fraction of teachers. In the end, a tool designed for differentiating teacher effectiveness has done very little of the sort.

To get a better sense of the average level of uncertainty in the Teacher Data Reports, I examined the full set of value-added estimates reported to more than 12,700 teachers on the NYCDOE 2008-2009 reports. As we saw for Mark Jones in Appendix B, each value-added ranking is accompanied by a range of possible estimates. To begin, I simply calculated the width of this interval for every teacher in reading and math. Average widths across teachers are reported in Figure 7.

As expected, the level of uncertainty is higher when only one year of test results are used (the 2007-2008 bars) as against three years of data (all other bars). But in both cases, the average range of value-added estimates is very wide. For example, for all teachers of math, and using all years of available data, which provides the most precise measures possible, the average confidence interval width is about 34 points (i.e., from the 46th to 80th percentile). When looking at only one year of math results, the average width increases to 61 percentile points. That is to say, the average teacher had a range of value-added estimates that might extend from, for example, the 30th to the 91st percentile. The average level of uncertainty is higher still in ELA. For all teachers and years, the average confidence interval width is 44 points. With one year of data, this rises to 66 points.
As we saw earlier in this report, schools with high levels of mobility, test exemption, and absenteeism tend to have fewer students contributing to value-added estimates. And fewer student observations introduce a greater level of uncertainty associated with these estimates. Thus, a predictable pattern exists when comparing average levels of uncertainty across sections of the city. For example, the widest confidence intervals are found in the Bronx – whose schools serve many disadvantaged students – at 37 percentile points in math and 47 points in ELA (both based on up to three years of data; see Figure 7 on page 23). The most precise estimates, in contrast, are observed in relatively more advantaged Staten Island.

Another way of understanding the effects of uncertainty is to compare two teachers’ ranges of value-added estimates and ask whether or not they overlap. For example, suppose that based on her value-added, Mrs. Appleton ranks in the 41st percentile of ELA teachers, with a confidence interval ranging from 24 to 58 (on the low end of the widths presented in Figure 7). And suppose Mr. Johnson ranks in the 51st percentile of ELA teachers, with an equally wide confidence interval from 34 to 68. Based on their “most likely” rankings, Mr. Johnson appears to have out-performed Mrs. Appleton. However, because we can’t statistically rule out estimates in their overlapping intervals, we can’t say with confidence that this is the case.

Using the 2008-2009 Teacher Data Report estimates, I compared all possible pairs of teacher percentile ranges in the city, within the same grade and subject, to see how many teachers could be statistically distinguished from one another.30 For example, if Mrs.
In other words, I compared every teacher’s percentile range with every other teacher’s percentile range. For example, if there are 1,000 teachers in the city, teacher 1’s percentile range is compared to teachers 2 through 1,000, teacher 2’s percentile range is compared with teachers 1 and 3 through 1,000, and so on, for all possible pairs.

Appleton’s range of 24 to 58 overlaps with 56 percent of all other fourth-grade teachers, we could not rule out the possibility that she was equally effective as these 56 percent of teachers. The results are summarized in Figure 8, which shows the fraction of teachers who overlap with X percent of all other teachers. For example, the bar above 60 shows the fraction of teachers who cannot be statistically distinguished from 60 percent of all other teachers in the district.

Given the level of uncertainty reported in the data reports, half of teachers in grades three to eight who taught math have wide enough performance ranges that they cannot be statistically distinguished from 60 percent or more of all other teachers of math in the same grade. One in four teachers cannot be distinguished from 72 percent or more of all teachers. These comparisons are even starker for ELA, as seen in Figure 8. In this case, three out of four teachers cannot be statistically distinguished from 63 percent or more of all other teachers. Only a tiny proportion of teachers – about 5 percent in math and less than 3 percent in ELA – received precise enough percentile ranges to be distinguished from 20 percent or fewer other teachers.

As noted before, it is true that teachers’ percentile ranking is their “best” or “most likely” estimate. But the ranges reported here cannot simply be ignored; they represent the extent of statistical precision with which the value-added estimate was calculated. Confidence intervals such as these are reported in any academic study that relies on inferential statistics, and any academic study that attempted to ignore these intervals in drawing between-group comparisons would in most cases be rejected outright.
Is value-added stable from year to year?

Given the wide range of uncertainty observed in teacher value-added estimates, it would not be surprising if these estimates fluctuated a great deal from year to year. In fact, this is generally what is observed in both the HISD data and the New York City Teacher Data Reports. Figure 9 shows how Houston teachers’ value-added in reading correlates from one year to the next, using fourth- and fifth-grade data from 2000 to 2006. The format of this figure is very similar to that in Figure 5: Each bar shows the percent of teachers in each performance category in one year (“last year”) that are in these same categories in the next year (“this year”).

As in Figure 5, there is generally a positive correlation in teachers’ value-added from one year to the next. For example, among those in the bottom quintile of performance last year, 36 percent remain in the bottom quintile in the following year. Similarly, among those in the top quintile of performance last year, 38 percent remain in the top quintile in the following year. Again, however, there are many inconsistencies. Twenty-three percent of last year’s lowest performers are in the top two quintiles in the following year. Twenty-three percent of last year’s highest performers are in the bottom two quintiles in the following year.

This variability from year to year would be expected of any statistical estimate that is estimated with error, and variability is reduced as additional years of data are added to the analysis. But here again, this may be of little comfort to a teacher who is using her annual estimates to improve her own practice. A top-performing teacher may be rewarded (or punished) one year based on her latest round of test results, only to get the opposite feedback the following year. Wisely, districts that have adopted value-added systems – including the NYCDOE – caution users of this data against making rash decisions based on one year.

Figure 9
of estimates. But this estimate is one of only a few made available to teachers on their annual report, and thus they are hard to ignore. Inexperienced teachers – those arguably most in need of immediate feedback – simply will not have the multiple years of data on which to rely. It seems unlikely that teachers and their school leaders will not pay close attention to these noisy and imprecise estimates.

I repeated the analysis in Figure 9 for New York City’s Teacher Data Reports, using teachers who had at least three years of value-added estimates, comparing value-added categories in 2007 and 2008 for both ELA and math. The results are presented in Figure 10. A pattern emerges that is nearly identical to that found for Houston, though the year-to-year correlation appears much weaker, especially in ELA. In math, about 23 percent of bottom quintile teachers in 2007 ranked in the top two quintiles in 2008. Top performers were much more consistent: 40 percent remained in the top quintile in 2008, while only 12 percent fell to the bottom two quintiles. ELA results were considerably more mixed. Most low performers in 2007 were not low performers in 2008, with some 31 percent ranking in the top two categories.
Discussion

At least in the abstract, value-added assessment of teacher effectiveness has great potential to improve instruction and, ultimately, student achievement. The notion that a statistical model might be able to isolate each teacher’s unique contribution to their students’ educational outcomes — and by extension, their life chances — is a powerful one. With such information in hand, one could not only devise systems that reward teachers with demonstrated records of success in the classroom — and remove teachers who do not — but also create a school climate in which teachers and principals work constructively with their test results to make positive instructional and organizational changes.

However, the promise that value-added systems can provide such a precise, meaningful, and comprehensive picture is not supported by the data. As the discussion in this report showed, value-added assessments — like those reported in the New York City Teacher Data Reports and used to pay out bonuses in Houston’s ASPIRE program — are at best a crude indicator of the contribution that teachers make to their students’ academic outcomes. Moreover, the set of skills that can be adequately assessed in a manner appropriate for value-added assessment represents a small fraction of the goals our nation has set for our students and schools.

The implementation of value-added systems in practice faces many challenges. Not all students are tested, and many, if not a majority of, teachers do not teach tested subjects. Students without a prior year test score — such as chronically mobile students, exempted students, and those absent on the day of the test — simply do not count toward teachers’ value-added estimates. In many districts, including New York City and Houston, these students constitute a substantial share of many teachers’ classrooms.

Often, state tests are predictable in both content and format, and value-added rankings will tend to reward those who take the time to master the predictability of the test. Recent evidence from Houston presented here showed that one’s perception of a teacher’s value-added can depend heavily on which test one looks at. Annual value-added estimates are highly variable from year to year, and, in practice, many teachers cannot be statistically distinguished from the majority of their peers. Persistently exceptional or failing teachers — say, those in the top or bottom 5 percent — may be successfully identified through value-added scores, but it seems unlikely that school leaders would not already be aware of these teachers’ persistent successes or failures.

Research on value-added remains in its infancy, and it is likely that these methods — and the tests on which they are based — will continue to improve over time. The simple fact that teachers and principals are receiving regular and timely feedback on their students’ achievement is an accomplishment in and of itself, and it is hard to argue that stimulating conversation around improving student achievement is not a positive thing. But teachers, policy-makers, and school leaders should not be seduced by the elegant simplicity of “value-added.”
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Race to the Top Definitions of Teacher Effectiveness and Student Achievement

Effective teacher means a teacher whose students achieve acceptable rates (e.g., at least one grade level in an academic year) of student growth (as defined in this notice). States, LEAs, or schools must include multiple measures, provided that teacher effectiveness is evaluated, in significant part, by student growth (as defined in this notice). Supplemental measures may include, for example, multiple observation-based assessments of teacher performance.

Highly effective teacher means a teacher whose students achieve high rates (e.g., one and one-half grade levels in an academic year) of student growth (as defined in this notice). States, LEAs, or schools must include multiple measures, provided that teacher effectiveness is evaluated, in significant part, by student growth (as defined in this notice). Supplemental measures may include, for example, multiple observation-based assessments of teacher performance or evidence of leadership roles (which may include mentoring or leading professional learning communities) that increase the effectiveness of other teachers in the school or LEA.

Student achievement means (a) For tested grades and subjects: (1) A student’s score on the State’s assessments under the ESEA; and, as appropriate, (2) other measures of student learning, such as those described in paragraph (b) of this definition, provided they are rigorous and comparable across classrooms. (b) For non-tested grades and subjects: Alternative measures of student learning and performance such as student scores on pre-tests and end-of-course tests; student performance on English language proficiency assessments; and other measures of student achievement that are rigorous and comparable across classrooms.

Student growth means the change in student achievement (as defined in this notice) for an individual student between two or more points in time. A State may also include other measures that are rigorous and comparable across classrooms.

Teacher Data Reports—a different perspective

Every day, you and your principal see the impact you have on your students’ learning in multiple ways, including student work, student feedback, and classroom observation. Sometimes, though, it’s helpful to understand how your impact compares with teachers across the city. **Teacher Data Reports provide that different perspective.**

How to interpret the data: SAMPLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Students</th>
<th>Prior Proficiency</th>
<th>Predicted Score</th>
<th>Actual Score</th>
<th>Value Added</th>
<th>Percentile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008-09</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The teacher shown in the chart above had 34 students in her class contribute to her value-added score in 2008-2009. The average prior proficiency rating of these students was a 2.18. Across the city, students that are similar to these students scored a 3.33 on the next test, so the predicted score for these students is 3.33. These students scored a 3.52, an average, on the next test. Thus, this teacher was able to move these students more than other teachers were able to move similar students by 0.19 of a proficiency level. This number is the teacher’s value-added. A value-added of 0.19 puts this teacher in the 82nd percentile, which means her value score is higher than 82% of the teachers in the comparison group. Below the teacher’s percentile is a line representing the range—one can be 95% certain that this teacher’s result is somewhere on this line, most likely towards the center.

How do my results compare to other teachers?

The chart below shows how your results compare to other teachers who teach the same grade, the same subject area and have a similar amount of experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>My Results</th>
<th>2008-2009</th>
<th>Last 4 Years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Students</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Proficiency</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicted Score</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual Score</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value Added</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Percentile / (Range)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: New York City Department of Education
## APPENDIX C  
Sample New York City Teacher Data Report, 2009

### TEACHER DATA REPORT: ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS

**SUMMARY SHEET**

- **Teacher:** Travis, Mary  
- **School:** PS 31 - Lincoln Elementary  
- **Grade Level:** 5th  
- **Years with data:** 2005-06, 2006-07, 2007-08  
- **Years Teaching in NYC:** 4

### What is the Teacher Data Report?
- The Teacher Data Report is a new tool for teachers and school leaders to use to improve instruction and student learning.
- The information in this report is calculated by using a statistical model to isolate the effect of a teacher’s instruction on student achievement from factors about students, classrooms and schools that are outside of a teacher’s control. The model uses these factors to predict gains for each student.
- A teacher’s rating, also called the statistical term “Value-Added,” is the difference between the average “actual gain” and the average “predicted gain” for all students in the classroom.

### What Data Goes into the Calculations on This Report?
- **Standardized NYS Test Scaled Scores in:** Math and English Language Arts (ELA) from 2004-05 to 2007-08 (Baseline achievement data for 2004-05 includes some city tests)
- **Teacher Experience:** The number of years the teacher taught in NYC and in this grade/subject.
- **Student, Classroom and School Data:** Measurable factors about students and classrooms outside of the teacher’s control including: prior year’s standardized NYS test scaled scores, Special Education, and ELL status, student demographics, and class size.

---

### My Results, Compared to All NYC Teachers City-wide:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>My Percentile</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>My Percentile (0%-100%)</th>
<th>What Results Are Shown?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2007-08</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>39% 77%</td>
<td>- Show my results from 2007-08, and the last three years (when available)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last 3 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Comparison group: All teachers in my grade and subject area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- NOT adjusted for teacher experience level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### My Results, Compared to Peer Teachers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>My Percentile</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>My Percentile (0%-100%)</th>
<th>What Results Are Shown?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2007-08</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>46% 84%</td>
<td>- Show my results from 2007-08, and the last three years (when available)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last 3 years</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>40% 66%</td>
<td>- Comparison group: Peer teachers in my grade and subject area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Adjusted for teacher experience level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### My Results with Student Sub-groups:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>My Result is between these Percentiles</th>
<th>What Results Are Shown?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Citywide Top 3rd*</td>
<td>- Uses three years of data (when available)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Top 3rd Male Students</td>
<td>- Comparison group: Peer teachers in my grade and subject area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Middle 3rd Female Students</td>
<td>- Adjusted for teacher experience level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citywide Lowest 3rd Special Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*If an asterisk appears, the range is large. Interpret with caution.

---

Source: New York City Department of Education
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